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TITLE DESCRIPTION DETAILS CHAMPION REMARKS

warfighter Alexa a system that would answer accurately (according to 
military standard) any operation question, anywhere

integrated military information and open source information JISR ? C2

design the 
engineering reach 
back capability

each future military operational unit is supported by a reach 
back engineering capability that

receives support request from the operators IH C2

research and identify solutions/courses of action

develop and deliver the prototype to the requestor

design the cyber 
reachback 
capability

each future military operational unit is supported by a reach 
back cyber capability that

remotely ensures cyber security of the unit CYBER? C2

Assess the cyber environment, risks and opportunities 
relevant to the unit

When ordered, conduct other than protective actions in 
cyber space in support of the unit

design the high 
tech small 
combat unit

given the missions, tasks and environment design the high 
tech military 
combat unit

manned or not IH C2

swarm deployed 
by artillery shell

design the mechanics and electronics of a swarm of autonomous 
systems put in place through firing an artillery shell or other type 
of missile

CND?

autonomous 
bodyguard

develop an autonomous systems that protects the 
individual soldier in operation from physical harm

CND? Human Capital?

individual avoiding projectiles solutions

massive 
teleoperation 
solutions

what technologies are needed to allow a large amount of 
humans to remotely control a large amount of machines in 
military operations?

CND? C2

DTAG simulator develop the algorithms and interface allowing the DTAG to 
be conducted on networked computer

the solution should analyze inputs made by users, compute 
the resulting situation, generate reports meeting the DTAG 
objectives/deliverables

OA?

protect the soldier 
against bio/chem 
risks

design a system to prevent, mitigate and/fix the negative 
effects of bio chem agents on first responders in operation

Col 
Grandmontagne

without increasing load/constraining mobility

military gear 
tailored to the 
soldier

how to, when any individual military gear is needed, take 
biometrics of the individual user and manufactured at 
perfect fit in a short time.

Logistics? Human Capital?

space based 
command center

The NATO command center will be placed in orbit. how 
would it leverage technology to conduct its tasks and what 
new tasks/advantages would result from being in orbit?

Oliver? C2

design a global 
cyber police

if there would be clear rules/laws applying globally to all 
cyber users, what would be the potential missions, tasks 
and structure of a global cyber law enforcement agency?

CYBER?

anthropomorphys
e the cyberspace

VR interface allowing non expert to visualize, understand 
and conduct operations in cyberspace

CYBER? Human Capital?

link real identity to 
digital identities

verify the physical identity of online actors security? JISR? Human Capital?

blood delivery fast delivery of blood wherever needed on the battlefield Col 
Grandmontagne

remote diagnostic capability to assess medical conditions remotely Col 
Grandmontagne

undersea device 
detection 
solutions

Maj Vanhoserlande

Universal Tracker leveraging open sources track all military assets assess their logistic state Logistics?

track and locate available resources

Cyber Ops open 
community

provide a platform and system to allow the coordination of 
an open community of cyber operators

CYBER? Human Capital?

cyber sec open 
info sharing

solution allowing anyone to provide and consult in real time 
cyber security related information

the users community curates the content for veracity the system 
produces a map 
of collected 
information and 
resulting 
knowledge

CYBER?

assess cognitive 
overload

monitor bio markers and detect when one individual is 
subject to cognitive overload affecting their ability to 
understand and make decisions

Candace 
Eschelman

Human Capital?

assess stress 
level

monitor bio markers and detect when one individual is 
subject to excessive stress affecting their ability to operate

Col 
Grandmontagne

Human Capital?

Digital tutor a digital tutor that identifies the student’s learning style and level 
of proficiency. then adjusts the course content and teaching 
method accordingly

IH Human Capital?

How to identify 
bots in social 
media posts?

Algorithm that identify and reports the social media posts created 
by bots

Col Blunt ?
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How to verify 
accuracy of 
online 
information?

Algorithm that assesses and reports the veracity of online 
information

Col Blunt ?

strategies to 
mitigate the 
impact of power 
grid disruption

Technology strategies to make society less vulnerable to power 
grid disruptions

LTC Cimaglia?

counter 
autonomous 
systems 
measures (land, 
maritime)

Solutions to disrupt or protect from land or maritime autonomous 
systems attacks

CND?

autonomous 
surveillance system

able to autonomously detect, categorize, identify and monitor 
suspicious activities around vital infrastructures

CND
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